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I. Answer all t}re twelue questions. Each question carries a weightag e of Yq, :

I [co(NH3)5so4]cl and [co (NH3)5 ct]so4 are-isomers.
2 The co-ordination number and oxiclation state respectively of metal M in the complex

[r(*r)usoa]cl ars;

(a) 7 and 3.

(c) 6 and 3.

3 Hexa fluoro ferrate (III) ion is outer orbital complex. The number of unpaired electrons
present in it is

4 Which among the following is an inner orbital complex ?

(a) Ks[corb]. (b) [Fe (H2O)6]3*.

(c) 
1r'ri tNnr)ulz*. (d) [rn oe(cx)tu].

5 Give one example for a n -bonded organometallic compound.

6 What are Trihapto ligands ?

7 Wilkinson's cat4lYst is 

-.

8 Heme contains metal. :

I STMis-
10 Complete the following equation :

soN+ -:zu-&a-

11 Flint glass is also known

12 Write the formula for hard glass.

II. Answer all the nrne questions. Each question camies a weightage of 1 :

Lg Draw the structure of Zeise's salt.

(L2x t7o = 3 weightage)

(b) 6 and 2.

(d) 6 and 4.
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, 14 What is Ziegler-Natta catalyst ?

15 What are polynuclear carbonyls ?

16 What is the significance of Sodium/Potassium pump ?
'i

L7 Give one example of an organometallic compound used. as anticancer drug.

18 How will you prepare SiC nanowires ?

19 Write faro uses of nanowires and nanotubes.

, 20 What are Silicons ?

2I Draw the structure of PoSr.

(9x t=9weightage)
UI. Answer any fi.ue questions. Each question carries a weightage of 2:

, 22 Discuss the geometrical isomerism exhibited by Co-ordination compounds.

23 Predict the geometry and -*grr"ii. behaviour of [CuCIa]z- and explain.

24 Write briefly on the bonding in metal carbonyls.

25 Explain the oxygen binding mechanism in Myoglobin and Haemoglobin.

26 Write a note on image application

27 Discuss the synthesis and applications of Phosphazenes.

28 Explain the manufacture of cement.

(Ex2= l0weightage)
ry. Answer any twoquestions. Each question carries a weightage of 4 :

29 Write briefly on the application of co-ordination compounds in qualitative and quantitative
analysis.

30 (i) Explain CFSE of octahedral and tetrahedral complexes with example.
(ii) How will you explain the colour of co-ordination compounds ?

31 write notes on (i) Manufacturing of glass (ii) Refractory materials.

(2x + = 8 weightage)


